


Vermont Certified Local Government Program 
2022 Grant Application Form 

Application Deadline: On or before 4:30 PM, Monday, March 7, 2022. 

Application Format: All application materials should be submitted electronically via email. 
If you are unable to do so, please contact Devin Colman at 802-585-8246 or 
devin.colman@vermont.gov. 

What to Submit: All application materials must be submitted prior to the application deadline. A 
complete application consists of the following items, in the following electronic formats: 

□ A fully completed Application Form, signed by the applicant, the Chair of the CLG

Commission, and the Chief Elected Local Official (or designee). Submit a scanned PDF of
the complete application with all signatures.

□ A fully completed Proposed Budget Form, signed by the Chief Elected Local Official (or

designee). Submit the following:

□ a scanned PDF of the signed Proposed Budget Form, and

□ a MS Word version of the Proposed Budget Form.

□ A copy of the most recent municipal financial report/single audit. Submit as a PDF.

□ Any supporting materials, such as photographs, reports, assessments, etc. that support and

inform the proposed project. Submit these materials as PDFs.

How to Submit the Application: Please submit all of the above items as attachments to an 
email message, identified as follows: 

Email Subject Line: [Name of CLG Community]- 2022 CLG Grant Application 

Attachments: [Name of CLG Community] - Application Form (PDF) 
[Name of CLG Community] - Proposed Budget Form (PDF & Word) 
[Name of CLG Community]- Financial Report (PDF) 
[Name of CLG Community] - Supporting Materials (PDF) 

To complete this Grant Application, simply click in the gray text boxes and type your responses. 
Please keep your responses as concise as possible and specific to the proposed project. 

Good Luck! 

If you have any questions about the application process, please contact 
Devin Colman at 802-585-8246 or devin.colman@vermont.gov. 
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Deferred maintenance has led to a variety of problems. Many gravestones have fallen or are at 
risk of falling. This is particularly true of the older slate stones carved by the Wright family. 
Surfaces are deteriorating due to lichen and other vegetative growth. Hedgerows are 
overgrown, detracting from the original landscape. Over-hanging tree branches along some of 
the hedgerows and fence lines threaten grave sites should limbs snap due to age or storms. In 
some instances, hedgerows encroach graves, obscuring and damaging their presence. 

Recognizing that graveyard conservation and restoration is a major undertaking, the HPC wants 
to start a preservation program that it realizes will be long-term. To kick-off the first year of the 
program the HPC intends to organize a community based conference bringing a range of 
expertise and perspective on graveyard and cemetery preservation. The conference will include 
workshop speakers on the history of the RMH graveyard, landscape architecture, gravestone 
stone cleaning, and gravestone re-setting. The 3-day kick-off conference will be scheduled May 
2023 on-site at two venues in Rockingham Village, RMH and at Rockingham Hill Farm that is on 
the periphery of the village, first developed in the 1760's and currently an event venue. Events 
requiring access to electricity will be held at the farm. Hands-on activities will be scheduled at 
the RMH graveyard itself To bookend the kick-off year a conference will be held in October 
2023 to reflect on the progress of the program start-up, roll-out of a cyclical maintenance plan, 
and to celebrate the inauguration of the formal conservation and restoration program. 

The kick-off conference will have four broad themes. First, the history of graveyards and 
cemeteries, emphasizing their importance as historic sites and with an emphasis on the RMH 
graveyard. Second, methods and techniques of cemetery and monument assessment and 
conservation planning. Third, cemetery landscape preservation and care. Fourth, approaches 
and methods of monument and gravestone cleaning and restoration. Workshop presenters will 
help the community develop the skills necessary to undertake a physical investigation of the 
graveyard. The assessment will be based on National Park Service standards and best
practices methodologies. The investigation will cover condition assessment of the landscape as 
well as monuments and other elements. There will also be workshops with hands-on cleaning 
and re-setting of monuments. One of the anticipated outcomes is the development of volunteer 
cadres who will be given basic tool kits and materials to do proper assessment and cleaning, 
overseen and coordinated by the HPC. The closure session will coincide with the Rockingham 
Old House Awards gathering at RMH. 

The budget is based on the following assumptions. For workshop presenters, assuming 3 days 
in the field, $5k. For rental of Rockingham Hill Farm meeting space, $1200. For conference 
catering, $500. For printing of assessment materials, $250. For creation of headstone cleaning 
kits, $500. 

See Supporting Materials attachment for a preliminary visual condition assessment and Historic 
Resources Map key H-1 for location. 

Please Answer the Following Questions: 

1. How will the public be informed about the purpose of this project and the value of historic
preservation? (note: public information and education is a required component of all CLG
grant projects)

Through a variety of public presentations, press releases via local media outlets, on-screen 
public service announcements at the Bellows Falls Opera House, special programming on 
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Rockingham Meeting House Graveyard

Developed on land to the north of the main meeting house building, the graveyard has the 
earliest burials in Rockingham Village, the town’s initial center of development, granted in 
1754 and settled in 1763. Adjacent to the first meeting house built in 1774, the original 
town tomb is surrounded by grave sites. Moving west from its eastern boundary, the yard is 
an important archive, chronologically ordered and rich in demographic information. The 
earliest extant gravestones were carved by members of the Wright family, early settlers in 
the town. Historians who study headstones have dubbed the Wright family artistry as the 
Rockingham School, representing the last phase of Euro‐American Puritan gravestone art to 
be found in New England. Most importantly the graveyard is visited annually by family 
members remembering their ancestors, with many travelling from all over the country. The 
graveyard is open for internment.
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